We introduce an adelic Cartier divisor over a trivially valued field and discuss the bigness of it. For bigness, we give the integral representation of the arithmetic volume and prove the existence of limit of it. Moreover, we show that the arithmetic volume is continuous and log concave.
Introduction
Arakelov geometry is a kind of arithmetic geometry. Beyond scheme theory, it has been developed to treat a system of equations with integer coefficients such by adding infinite points. In some sense, it is an extension of Diophantine geometry. It is started by Arakelov [1] , who tried to define the intersection theory on an arithmetic surface. His result was not complete, but it was done by Faltings [9] . He gave the complete intersection theory on a arithmetic surface, such as the arithmetic Riemann-Roch theorem, the Noether formula and so on. Before a higher dimensional case, we would see the 1-dimensional case, that is, the arithmetic curves.
An arithmetic curve is the spectrum of the integer ring O K of a number field K. For example, Spec Z is an arithmetic curve. It is not a proper scheme, so it is difficult to treat Spec Z like an algebraic curve. For instance, the degree of principal divisors might not be zero, and the set of Cartier divisors modulo principal divisors is trivial. This problem is solved by considering the valuation theory. The scheme Spec Z is the set of prime numbers in Q, which corresponds to the finite places of Q. But the field Q has not only finite places but also the infinite place. Hence by adding the point which corresponds to the infinite place to Spec Z, we can make Spec Z "compact". This idea is very successful. Now we can define an arithmetic divisor on Spec Z as a pair of a Cartier divisor and a real number, which is a counterpart of the infinite place (more precisely, it is a continuous R-valued function on a single point set). The degree of principal divisors is not zero in general, but the arithmetic degree of arithmetic principal divisors is always zero because of the product formula:
where | . | ∞ is the usual absolute value and | . | p is the p-adic absolute value on Q. Moreover, the set of arithmetic divisors modulo arithmetic principal divisors on Spec Z is isomorphic to R. This result corresponds to the fact that the Picard group of P 1 is isomorphic to Z. In this way like an algebraic curve, we can study the geometry on Spec Z equipped with the infinite point. Above all, the product formula plays an important role.
Next, we briefly recall the higher dimensional case. An arithmetic variety X is an integral scheme flat and quasi-projective over Spec Z. As we equip Spec Z with the infinite point, we consider not only X but also the counterpart of the infinite point, which is the analytic space X(C). The main tools of Arakelov geometry are the intersection theory and an arithmetic divisor. The intersection theory on X was given by Gillet-Soulé [12] by using Green currents on X(C). They also proved the general arithmetic Riemann-Roch theorem on X [13] . One of the most famous application of the arithmetic Riemann-Roch theorem is the solution of the Mordell conjecture due to Voijta [23] . As related to arithmetic divisors, it was used to show the existence of small sections of H 0 (X, D), where D is an arithmetic divisor. A small section is a section whose norm is less than or equal 1. In Arakelov geometry, it plays the same role as a global section in algebraic geometry. Therefore it is also important to study the asymptotic behavior of the amount of small sections of H 0 (X, nD) as n → ∞. To study it, Moriwaki [18] where d = dim X andĥ 0 (X, D) = log #{small sections of H 0 (X, D)}. Moriwaki [18] proved the continuity of the arithmetic volume, Chen and Boucksom [3] proved the concavity. For general theory, we refer to [19] .
Recently, by considering the analytic space associated with not only infinite places but also finite places, the study of the adelic version of Arakelov geometry [20] has also developed. In this theory, the analytic space associated with a non-Archimedean absolute value in the sense of Berkovich plays the main role. Moreover, as a further generalization, Chen and Moriwaki [8] introduced the notion of adelic curves. It is a field equipped with a measure space which is consist of absolute values, and the "product formula". This notion contains several classical settings. For example, we can treat algebraic curves and arithmetic curves as adelic curves. However, since the notion of adelic curves is very general, things that cannot be considered as a curve may be an adelic curve. One of them is a trivially valued field. It is a field K equipped with the trivial product formula, that is, |f | 0 = 1, for ∀f ∈ K × .
Hence Arakelov geometry over a trivially valued field is the geometry of schemes over an adelic curve Spec K.
As the classical Arakelov geometry, there is the arithmetic volume function of an adelic Cartier divisor D on a projective variety X, which was introduced by Moriwaki and Chen [7] :
where d = dim X. In the classical setting, the invariantsĥ 0 (X, D) and deg + (D) behave in a similar way. For detail, we refer to [5] , [6] and [8] . We say that an adelic Cartier divisor D is big if vol(D) > 0. In this paper, we will show several properties of the arithmetic volume vol( . ).
Theorem 1.0.1. Let D, E be adelic Cartier divisors. The arithmetic volume has the following properties:
(1) (integral formula).
where F D is a function given by D. (c.f. Theorem 4.2.5).
(2) (limit existence).
(c.f. Theorem 4.2.5).
(3) (continuity). If D is big, we have
(c.f. Theorem 4.4.4).
(c.f. Corollary 4.2.6).
(5) (log concavity). If D, E are big. we have
(c.f. Theorem 4.5.4).
Section 2 is devoted to preliminary such as algebraic geometry, normed vector spaces and the Berkovich spaces. In Section 3, we see the fundamental result of Arakelov geometry over a trivially absolute values. In Section 4, we discuss the properties of the arithmetic volume. For example, we will prove the continuity and the concavity of the arithmetic volume.
Preliminary

Q-and R-divisors
Let X be a variety over a field K and K(X) be a function field of X. By abuse of notation, we also denote the (constant) sheaf of rational functions on X by K(X). Firstly, we recall the definitions of Cartier divisors and Weil divisors (for detail, see [14] and [17] ).
× naturally gives rise to a Cartier divisor, which is called a principal Cartier divisor (or simply a principal divisor ) and denoted by (f ). We denote the group law on Div(X) additive way. We say that two Cartier divisors D 1 , D 2 ∈ Div(X) are linearly equivalent if D 1 − D 2 is principal, which is denoted by D 1 ∼ D 2 . We set Pic(X) := Div(X)/ ∼, which is called the Picard group of X. We say that a Cartier divisor D ∈ Div(X) is effective if it is contained in the image of the canonical map
, which gives a Cartier divisor on U .
By definition, for D ∈ Div(X), there is an open covering {U i } of X such that D is given by some non-zero rational function
In the above setting, D is effective if and only if f i is regular on U i , that is, f i ∈ O X (U i ) for all i.
We can associate any Cartier divisor
It is well-known that this construction is independent of the choice of a representation {(U i , f i )} of D and O X (D) is an invertible O X -module on X. (
by definition. Conversely, we can associate
where η is the generic point of X. Let {U i } be an open covering of X which trivializes L, and ω i ∈ L(U i ) be a local basis of L for each i. Then s is denoted by f i ω i on U i for some f i ∈ K(X). The date {(U i , f i )} gives the required Cartier divisor div(s). For example, if we choose 1 as a rational section of O X (D), then we have div(1) = D by its construction.
Next, we assume that X is normal. Let
= {x}, which is an irreducible closed subset of X and called a prime divisor.
, whose element is called a Weil divisor. If we write
we set ord x (D) := n x . We say that a Weil divisor
which is called the restriction of a Weil divisor D on U .
Let x ∈ X (1) . Since X is normal, O X,x is a discrete valuation ring. Hence we have the normalized discrete valuation ord x on K(X) associated with O X,x . For a non-zero rational function f ∈ K(X) × , let
This is a Weil divisor and such a divisor is called a principal Weil divisor (or simply a principal divisor ). We say that two Weil divisors
We can associate any Cartier divisor D ∈ Div(X) with a Weil divisor as follows: For any x ∈ X (1) , let f ∈ K(X) be a local equation around x of D. Then we set ord x (D) := ord x (f ). It is independent of the choice of a local equation. Hence we can define that
This construction gives a homomorphism ϕ : Div(X) → WDiv(X). (1) The homomorphism ϕ is injective. Moreover, ϕ is an isomorphism if X is regular. Hence we sometimes identify a Cartier divisor with a Weil divisor. We can associate any Weil divisor D with a subsheaf O X (D) ⊂ K(X), which is defined by
for any open subset U of X. By (2.1), if D is Cartier, the above construction gives the same invertible
Clearly, Cartier divisors and Q-Cartier divisors (resp. Weil divisors and Q-Weil divisors) are R-Cartier divisors (resp. R-Weil divisors). A non-zero K-rational function f ∈ K(X) × K naturally gives rise to a K-Cartier divisor (or equivalently a K-Weil divisor), which is called a K-principal divisor and denoted by (f ). We say that two R-Cartier divisors (resp. R-Weil divisors)
, where k x ∈ K and k x = 0 for all but finitely many x ∈ X (1) . Then we define the round down of D as follows:
This is a Weil divisor and D = D if and only if
is a finite-dimensional vector space over K.
Big divisors
We simply recall the definitions of bigness of Cartier divisors. Let X be a variety over a field K. 
We say that D is big if vol(D) > 0.
Later we will consider the volume of an R-Weil divisor. Hence we extends the above definition.
By Fulger, Kollár and Lehmann [10] , the above definition agrees with one in Definition 2.2.1 if X is proper and D is Cartier.
Finally we recall the well-known properties of the volume function vol( . ) without a proof (for detail, see [15] ). 
Normed vector space
In this section, we study fundamental properties of a normed vector space over a field equipped with an absolute value. But we mainly consider a trivially valued field.
Let K be a field.
Definition 2.3.1. We say that a map | . | : K → R + is an absolute value on K if it satisfies the following conditions:
If an absolute value | . | also satisfies the following inequality
We say that an absolute value | . | on K is trivial if it satisfies that |a| = 1 for any a ∈ K \ {0}. A field K equipped with the trivial absolute value | . | is called a trivially valued field. Clearly, the trivial absolute value is non-Archimedean and a trivially valued field is complete.
Let V be a vector space over K.
Definition 2.3.3. We say that a map . : V → R + is a (multiplicative) norm over (K, | . |) if it satisfies the following conditions:
If a norm . also satisfies the following inequality
we say that . is ultrametric. A pair (V, . ) is called a normed vector space.
V n be a graded ring over K such that V n is a vector space over K for all n and V 0 = K. Let | . | be an absolute value on K and . n be a norm of
Definition 2.3.5. We say that
In the following, let (V, . ) be an ultrametrically normed vector space over a trivially valued field (K, | . |) and dim K (V ) < +∞.
Proof. (1) By induction of n, it is sufficient to show in the case of n = 2. Let x 1 > x 2 . By definition, we have x 1 + x 2 ≤ x 1 . On the other hand,
Hence we get a conclusion.
(2) It suffices to show that v 1 , . . . , v n ∈ V are linearly independent if v 1 , . . . , v n are all distinct. We assume that v 1 , . . . , v n ∈ V \ {0} are not linearly independent, that is, a 1 v 1 + · · · + a n v n = 0 for some a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ K. We can assume that a i = 0 for all i. Since K is trivially valued, we have av = v for any a ∈ K and v ∈ V . Hence by (1), we have 0 = a 1 v 1 + · · · + a n v n = max{ v 1 , . . . , v n }, which is a contradiction.
We set
Remark that F t (V, . ) is a vector space over K for any t ∈ R because | . | is trivial. Then {F t (V, . )} t∈R satisfies the following conditions:
Proof. (1) and (2) follow from Lemma 2.3.6 and (3) and (4) follow from by definition.
By convention, λ max (V, . ) = −∞ if V = {0}. By Proposition 2.3.7, we have λ max (V, . ) < +∞ and by Lemma 2.3.6, we can replace "sup" by "max" in the above definition.
Berkovich space
Let K be a field equipped with an absolute value | . |. We assume that K is complete with respect to | . |. Let X be a scheme over Spec K. We define the analytification of X in the sence of Berkovich (for detail, see [2] ).
Definition 2.4.1. The analytification of X in the sense of Berkovich, or Berkovich space associated to X is the set of pairs x = (p, | . | x ) where p ∈ X and | . | x is an absolute value on the residue field κ(x) := κ(p) which is an extension of | . |, denoted by X an . The map j :
Let U be a non-empty Zariski open subset of X. The subset
We also denote |f |(x) by |f | x . We define a topology on X an as the most coarse topology which makes j and |f | continuous for any Zariski open subset U of X and f ∈ O X (U ). This is called the Berkovich topology. Remark that X an is Hausdorff (resp. compact) if X is separated (resp. proper) over Spec K.
Let f : X → Y be a morphism of schemes over Spec K. There is a continuous map f an : X an → Y an such that the following diagram is commutative:
an (x) is given by q = f (p) and the absolute value | . | y on κ(q) which is the restriction of | . | x .
In the following, (K, | . |) is a trivially valued field. For x ∈ X, let x an = (x, | . | 0 ) ∈ X an where | . | 0 is the trivial absolute value on κ(x). This correspondence gives a section of j, which is denoted by σ : X → X an . Now we introduce an important subset of X an . We assume that X is normal projective variety over Spec K. Let η ∈ X be the generic point of X and X (1) = {x ∈ X | codim X {x} = 1}. Let K(X) be the function field of X. Firstly, for x ∈ X
(1) , we set 
Proof. For the proof, it is sufficient to show that, for any regular function f on a Zariski open set U in X and any x ∈ U an , the value |f |(x) is belonged to the closure
If f has no pole on X, then f is regular on the whole X, so f is a constant function and algebraic over k because X is normal and projective. Therefore |f |(z) = 1 on X an , so it is clear that |f |(x) ∈ W . We next assume that f has poles on X \ U . In this case, there are y, y ∈ X
(1) such that f (y) = 0 and f has a pole at y because X is normal. Then, |f |(t) = e −at for t ∈ (η an , y an ), |f |(t ) = e a t for t ∈ (η an , y an ) for some a, a > 0 and |f |(η an ) = 1, which implies that W = R + and we complete the proof.
Let R >0 be the multiplicative group of positive real numbers. There is an action of R >0 to X an . For r ∈ R >0 and x = (p, | . | x ) ∈ X an , we define
We also denote r * x by x r . This action is called the scaling action in [4] . The scaling action is free faithful and preserve the subset [η an , x an ] for all x ∈ X (1) . Finally, we introduce the reduction map red : X an → X. For x ∈ X an , let κ(x) be the completion of κ(x) with respect to | . | x and we also denote the absolute value on κ(x) by | . | x . We set o x := {f ∈ κ(x) | |f | x ≤ 1} and m x := {f ∈ κ(x) | |f | x < 1}. Then o x is a local ring and m x is the maximal ideal of o x . If | . | x is trivial on κ(x), then o x = κ(x) and m x = {0}. Let p x : Spec κ(x) → X be a K-morphism of schemes defined by j(x) and ι x : Spec κ(x) → Spec o x be a K-morphism defined by the inclusion o x → κ(x). By the valuation criterion of properness (for instance, see [14] ), there is a unique K-morphism φ x : Spec o x → X such that
Then we define red(x) ∈ X to be the image of m x by φ x . The map red : X an → X defined by the above correspondence is called the reduction map. The morphism φ x induces a homomorphism O X,red(x) → o x . Hence we have
We remark that j = red. For example, for any x ∈ X, red(x an ) = x and for any ξ ∈ (η an , x an ), red(ξ) = x. It is known that red :
3 Adelic R-Cartier divisors over a trivially valued field
In this section, we study fundamental properties of Arakelov geometry over a trivially valued field. Throughout this section, let K be a trivially valued field, X be a normal projective variety over Spec K and X an be the analytification of X in the sense of Berkovich. Let K(X) be the function field of X.
Green functions
Let U an be a non-empty Zariski open subset of X an . We denote by C 0 (U an ) the set of continuous functions on U an . We define
Then C 0 (U an ) and C 0 (X an ) are R-algebras and we have a canonical homomorphism
an is dense in X an , this homomorphism is injective. Hence we sometimes identify a function in C 0 (U an ) with a function in C 0 (X an ). We say that a function in C 0 (X an ) extends to a continuous function on U an if it is in the image of the canonical injection
. . , T n ] be the n-dimensional projective space. We set z i = T i /T 0 for i = 0, . . . , n and D = {T 0 = 0}. Then g = log max{a 0 , a 1 |z 1 |, . . . , a n |z n |} ∈ C 0 (P n,an K ), where a 0 , . . . , a n ∈ R >0 , is a D-Green function of C 0 -type.
(1) For any s ∈ K(X)
is a Green function of (s).
(2) For any a, a ∈ R, ag + a g is a Green function of aD + a D . Proof. Firstly, we assume that D is an ample Cartier divisor. Let m be a positive integer such that mD is very ample. Then we have an closed immersion π : D n and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ R such that D = a 1 D 1 + · · · + a n D n . Let g i be a D i -Green function of C 0 -type for 1, . . . , n. Then a 1 g 1 + · · · + a n g n gives a D-Green function of C 0 -type. 
Let L be an invertible O X -module on X and ϕ be a continuous metric on L. Then we define a norm . ϕ on H 0 (X, L) by
If ϕ and ϕ are continuous, ϕ + ϕ and −ϕ are also continuous by definition.
We see the relation between Green functions and continuous metrics. Let L be an invertible O X -module and ϕ = {| . | ϕ (x)} x∈X an be a continuous metric on L. Let s be a non-zero rational section of L. Then (div(s), − log |s| ϕ ) is a div(s)-Green function of C 0 -type. In fact, let U be a non-empty Zariski open subset of X which trivialize L and ω be a local basis of L on U . Then s is denoted by f ω for some f ∈ K(X). Since div(s) is defined by f on U , we have − log |s| ϕ + log |f | = − log |f | − log |ω| ϕ + log |f | = − log |ω| ϕ , which is a continuous function on U an . Conversely, let D be a Cartier divisor and g be a D-Green function of C 0 -type. Then we equip O X (D) with a continuous metric ϕ g = {| . | g (x)} x∈X an as follows: Let U be a non-empty Zariski open subset of X and f be a local equation of D on U . Since 1/f is a local basis of O X (D) on U , we can denote any section s ∈ O X (D)(U ) by a/f for some a ∈ O X (U ). Then we define |s| g (x) := |a| x . e −g(x)−log |f |x for x ∈ U an . By Proposition 3.1.3, a continuous metric ϕ on O X corresponds to a continuous function g ϕ on X
an . So for continuous metrics ϕ and ψ on an invertibel O X -module, we write ϕ ≥ ψ if the continuous function g ϕ−ψ , which corresponds to ϕ − ψ, is non-negative on X an .
Adelic R-Cartier divisors
Let K = Q, R or a blank symbol. 
Let s ∈ H 0 (D) \ {0}. By Proposition 3.1.5, the function |s|e −g = e −g+log |s| extends to a non-negative function on X an . We denote this function by |s| g : X an → R + . Then we define Since ∞ n=0 (H 0 (nD), . ng ) is a normed graded ring, the sequence {λ max (nD, ng)} n is super-additive, that is,
Hence by Fekete's lemma, we have
Later, we will show that λ asy max (D, g) < +∞. Definition 3.3.2. Let (D, g) be an adelic R-Cartier divisor. We say that a non-zero global section s ∈ H 0 (D) \ {0} is a small section if s g ≤ 1 or equivalently s ∈ F 0 (H 0 (D), . g ). Moreover, if s < 1, it is called a strictly small section. 
Small sections play the similar role as global sections in algebraic geometry. Therefore we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of F 0 (H 0 (D), . ng ) as n → +∞.
Associated R-Weil divisors
Definition 3.4.1. Let (D, g) be an adelic R-Cartier divisor on X. For any x ∈ X (1) ,
Clearly µ x (g) ≥ 0 if and only if g ≥ 0 on (η an , x an ). Moreover µ x (g) = −∞ if and only if g(η an ) < 0, which implies that if µ x (g) = −∞ for some x ∈ X (1) , then µ x (g) = −∞ for every x ∈ X (1) .
The above invariant µ x (g) has following properties:
) be an adelic R-Cartier divisor on X. For all but finitely many x ∈ X (1) , we have µ x (g) ≤ 0.
Proof. Let U be a non-empty Zariski open subset of X such that g is a continuous function on
Hence we have µ x (g) ≤ 0 for for all x ∈ U ∩ X (1) , which implies the assertion because X (1) \ U is a finite set. (1) For any s ∈ K(X)
Hence we obtain that ) be an adelic R-Cartier divisor on X. We say that (D, g) is µ-finite if µ x (g) = 0 for all but finitely many x ∈ X (1) , which is equivalent to µ x (g) ≥ 0 for all but finitely many x ∈ X (1) by Proposition 3.4.2. If (D, g) is µ-finite, we can define an R-Weil divisor on X as follows:
It is called an R-Weil divisor associated with (D, g). Remark that D µ(g) may not be an R-Cartier divisor. Proof. We first assume that (D, g) is effective. Then g is non-negative on X an , so µ x (g) ≥ 0 for any x ∈ X (1) , which implies D µ(g) is effective.
Conversely we assume that D µ(g) is effective. Then g is non-negative on X 
for any x ∈ X (1) , which completes the proof.
By the above proposition and the equation (3.1), we have the following corollary:
Canonical Green function
For any R-Cartier divisor D, we can naturally give a D-Green function of C 0 -type as follows: For any
This definition is independent of the choice of a local equation. In fact, let f ∈ K(X) 
Using the canonical Green function, we can define the following injective homomorphism:
.
By Proposition 3.5.4, it induces an injective homomorphism φ : Pic(X) → Pic(X) such that the following diagram is commutative:
Height function
Here we see the hight function on X an associated with an adelic R-Cartier divisor, which is introduced by Chen and Moriwaki [7] . (1) For any s ∈ K(X)
(2) For any a, a ∈ R, h
Proof. It immediately follow from Proposition 3.5.4.
) is a continuous function on X an . Hence we have the following homomorphism:
This homomorphism is surjective. By Proposition 3.6.2, it induces a surjective homomorphism ψ : Pic(X) → C 0 (X an ) such that the following diagram is commutative:
Theorem 3.6.3. The following sequence is exact: For X = Spec K, the Berkovich space X an associated with X is a single point. Hence we have C 0 (X an ) = R, which implies that Pic(X) R.
This result corresponds to the fact that the Picard group of P 1 is isomorphic to Z and the arithmetic Picard group of Spec Z is isomorphic to R.
Scaling action for Green functions
We saw that the multiplicative group R >0 acts X an (see Section 2.4). Here we see that it also acts the set of D-Green functions of C 0 -type. Let (D, g) be an adelic R-Cartier divisor on X. For r ∈ R >0 , we define
The function r * g is also D-Green function of C 0 -type. In fact, let U be a non-empty Zariski open subset of X and f be a local equation of D on U . Then we have
on U an , which is continuous. This action is also called the sacling action.
Proposition 3.7.1. Let D be an R-Cartier divisor on X, g, g be D-Green functions of C 0 -type.
(1) The scaling action is linear, that is, for r ∈ R >0 , r * (g + g ) = r * g + r * g . 
Arithmetic volume
In this section, we introduce the arithmetic volume function and the bigness of adelic R-Cartier divisors. And we study some properties of the arithmetic volume function. Throughout this section, let K be a trivially valued field and X be a normal projective variety over Spec K.
Big adelic R-Cartier divisors
We introduce the counterparts of h 0 (D) and vol( . ) in Arakelov geometry, which is given by Chen and Moriwaki [7] . We set
and
) is Q-linearly equivalent to an effective adelic R-Cartier divisor, which implies that (D, g) is µ-finite. By definition, for any integer n > 0, we have 
Existence of limit of the arithmetic volume
Firstly, we define
Lemma 4.2.1. Let (D, g) be an adelic R-Cartier divisor on X. We have
Proof. Clearly we can assume λ asy max (D, g) ∈ R. For a sufficiently large integer n > 0, there is a non-zero element s ∈ H 0 (nD) \ {0} such that s ng ≤ e −λmax(nD,ng) , which is equivalent to s ng−λmax(nD,ng) ≤ 1. Therefore (D, g − λ max (nD, ng)/n) is effecive, which implies
Taking a supremum, we get λ
Since is arbitrary, we conclude that
an ∞ ]. Hence we have
for t ≤ 2 log 2 and µ x (g 1 − t) = −∞ for t > 2 log 2 and all closed point x of X. Therefore we obtain that λ asy max (D, g) = log 2 and ν max (D, g) = 2 log 2.
Next, we set
an ] and all closed point x of X, which is a continuous function on X an . We define a D-Green function g 2 as log max{1, |z|} + h. Then we have
for −1 ≤ t ≤ 0 and µ x (g 2 − t) = −∞ for t > 0 and all closed point x of X. Hence we obtain that ν max (D, g 2 ) = −1 and g(η an ) = 0.
For any integer n > 0, let
If there is no confusion, we write it simply P n (t). By definition, if (D, g) is µ-finite,
so we have lim
) be an adelic R-Cartier divisor on X. For any ∈ R, we have
Proof. For any s ∈ H 0 (nD), we have
Hence we get
In particular, P
So by the equation (4.1), we have lim
If we define
we get the following theorem by the equation (4.2):
The sequence {P n (t)} n≥1 is uniformly bounded on (0, λ asy max (D, g)), so we get the main theorem in this section by using bounded convergence theorem:
Proof. By definition,
Substituting t for nt, we have
Therefore we get
We remark that λ max (nD, ng)/n ≤ λ asy max (D, g) and P n (t) = 0 if t > λ max (nD, ng)/n. So by using bounded convergence theorem, we get the conclusion. (1) , we have
which implies that D µ(r * g−t) = D µ(g−t/r) and hence F (D,r * g) (t) = F (D,g) (t/r). Therefore, by Theorem 4.2.5 and (1), we get
Finally, we prove a simple criterion of the bigness of an adelic R-Cartier divisor. 
by Theorem 4.2.5. Now we prove that D µ(g) is big. Since D is big, there is an ample divisor A such that mD − A is effective for some m ∈ Z >0 . Let s ∈ H 0 (mD − A) \ {0} be a non-zero section such that the map H 0 (kA) → H 0 (kmD) is given by multiplication by s ⊗k for all k > 0. We denote the image of the map H 0 (kA) → H 0 (kmD) by V k and V 0 = K. Since the graded ring ∞ k=0 V k is finitely generated, there is a ∈ R such that v kmg ≤ e −akm for all v ∈ V k and a sufficiently large k > 0. Let be a real number such that 0 < < λ asy max (D, g). Then we can find p ∈ Z >0 such that there is a non-zero element s p ∈ H 0 (pD) \ {0} with v p pg ≤ e −p and p > −am/ because < λ max (pD, pg)/p for a sufficiently large p > 0. The image W k of the composition of the map
is given by multiplication by (ss p ) ⊗k for all k > 0. Hence for any w ∈ W k , we can write w = v ⊗ (s p ) ⊗k with v ∈ V k and we have
) for a sufficiently large k > 0. Therefore we obtain that vol((m + p)D µ(g) ) ≥ vol(A) > 0, which is required.
(2) ⇒ (3) Since λ asy max (D, g) > 0, we have λ max (nD, ng) > 0 for a sufficiently large n > 0. Hence there is a non-zero section s ∈ H 0 (nD) \ {0} such that s ng ≤ e −λmax(nD,ng) < 1. (3) ⇒ (2) Let s be a strictly small section of H 0 (nD). Then we have λ max (nD, ng) ≥ − log s ng > 0. Therefore we obtain that λ asy max (D, g) ≥ λ max (nD, ng)/n > 0.
Continuity of F (D,g) (t)
Firstly, we will prove a very useful lemma: Lemma 4.3.1. Let V be a convex cone and let f : V → R be a concave function. Namely, for any v, v ∈ V and a, a ≥ 0,
Proof. For any t, t ∈ (a, b) and 0 ≤ ≤ 1, we have
For an adelic R-Cartier divisor (D, g), it follows immediately from the above lemma that µ x (g − t) is a continuous concave function on (−∞, λ asy max (D, g)) for every x ∈ X (1) . Hence we get the following proposition:
Since the algebraic volume is d-concave on a big cone, for any t, t < λ asy max (D, g) and 0 ≤ ≤ 1, we have
Remark 4.3.4. In general, we cannot extend F (D,g) to a continuous function on the whole R. For example, let
for t < λ asy max (D, g) = 0. Hence we obtain that
Continuity of the arithmetic volume
Firstly, we will prove the continuity of λ asy max (D, g) for an adelic R-Cartier divisor (D, g).
Proof. For any integers n, n > 0, there are non-zero elements s ∈ H 0 (nD) \ {0} and s ∈ H 0 (n D ) \ {0} such that s ng ≤ e −λmax(nD,ng) and s n g ≤ e −λmax(n D ,n g ) .
Since
Taking a supremum with respect to n, n , we complete the proof. continuous on (a, b) .
Proof. Since D is big, D+tD is big for |t| 1, which implies that λ(t) is definable on a sufficiently small open neighborhood of 0. Moreover, using Lemma 4.4.1, we can prove the concavity of λ(t) by Lemma 4.3.1.
Next, we prove the continuity of the arithmetic volume vol( . ). Let (D, g), (D , g ) be adelic R-Cartier divisors on X and we assume D is big. We set We remark that this function is well-defined if | | 1 by Proposition 4.4.2. 
Log concavity of the arithmetic volume
Firstly, we will prove some inequalities: Lemma 4.5.1. Let a, b, p and be real numbers such that a, b ≥ 0, p > 0 and 0 < < 1. Then we have the following inequality:
(
Proof. If ab = 0, the assertion is clear, so we assume that a, b > 0. Moreover, the inequality a b 1− ≥ min{a, b} is also clear. Now, we will show the first inequality. Since log x is concave on (0, +∞), we have log( x + (1 − )y) ≥ log x + (1 − ) log y for any x, y > 0. Substituting x for a p and y for b p ,
we have w + (1 − )w = 1
min{f (w), f (w )} = 1.
By the inequality (2) for w, w and , we have (f (v)
which implies the inequality (1) because f is d-homogeneous.
Moreover, we will use the following inequality so called "Prékopa-Leindler inequality". It was proved by Prékopa [21] [22] and Leindler [16] (for detail, see [11] ). Theorem 4.5.3 (Prékopa-Leindler inequality). Let 0 < < 1 and f, g, h : R n → [0, +∞) be measurable functions. We assume h( x + (1 − )y) ≥ f (x) g(y)
1−
for any x, y ∈ R n . Then we have ||h|| 1 ≥ ||f || 1 ||g||
1−
1 , that is,
where ν is the Lubesgue measure on R n . Now, we start to prove the log concavity of vol( . ). , by Lemma 4.5.2, which completes the proof.
